Abstract We have conducted a multi-model intercomparison of cloud-water in five state-of-the-art AGCMs run for control and doubled carbon dioxide climates. The most notable feature of the differences between the control and doubled carbon dioxide climates is in the distribution of cloud-water in the mixed-phase temperature band. The difference is greatest at mid and high latitudes. We found that the amount of cloud ice in the mixed phase layer in the control climate largely determines how much the cloud-water distribution changes for the doubled carbon dioxide climate. Therefore evaluation of the cloud ice distribution by comparison with data is important for future climate sensitivity studies. Cloud ice and cloud liquid both decrease in the layer below the melting layer, but only cloud liquid increases in the mixed-phase layer. Although the decrease in cloud-water below the melting layer occurs at all latitudes, the increase in cloud liquid in the mixed-phase layer is restricted to those latitudes where there is a large amount of cloud ice in the mixed-phase layer. If the cloud ice in the mixed-phase layer is concentrated at high latitudes, doubling of carbon dioxide might shift the center of cloud water distribution poleward which could decrease solar reflection because solar insolation is less at higher latitude. The magnitude of this poleward shift of cloud water appears to be larger for the higher climate sensitivity models, and it is consistent with the associated changes in cloud albedo forcing. For the control climate there is a clear relationship between the differences in cloud-water and relative humidity between the different models, for both magnitude and distribution. On the other hand the ratio of cloud ice to cloudwater follows the threshold temperature which is determined in each model. Improved measurements of relative humidity could be used to constrain the modeled representation of cloud water. At the same time, comparative analysis in global cloud resolving model simulations is necessary for further understanding of the relationships suggested in this paper.
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Introduction
Considerable uncertainty remains in the estimates obtained from GCM simulations of climate sensitivity (the equilibrium global temperature change caused by a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide). The largest uncertainty is in cloud feedback . One focus of the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP, McAvaney and Le Treut (2003) ; http://www.cfmip.net) has been to provide a systematic comparison of cloud feedbacks in different climate models. Webb et al. (2006) analyzed model output from CFMIP and showed that, for an ensemble of 9 CFMIP slab ocean experiments, the values of climate sensitivity obtained range from 2.3 to 6.3°C.
Many studies have attempted to reduce the uncertainty of cloud feedback in models. Cloud-water is a physical parameter which is strongly related to the reflection of solar radiation by clouds. Statistical cloud schemes such as Le Treut and Li (1991) and prognostic cloud schemes such as Rotstayn (1997) (which conserves water) have come to be more often implemented in models than diagnostic schemes. Senior and Mitchell (1993) showed that the partitioning of the liquid and ice phases of water (Fowler et al. 1996; Lohmann and Roeckner 1996) affects the sensitivity of a model. Many flight studies have been conducted in order to estimate the temperature dependency for the partitioning of liquid and ice in clouds (e.g. Feigelson 1978; Bower et al. 1996; Cober et al. 2001 ), but widely different results have been obtained and no consensus has been reached to date. Recently, modeling of microphysical processes, which include the detailed treatment of each phase of cloud, shape, and droplet size distribution has become feasible (e.g. Rotstayn et al. 2000) . Cloud-water is a basic variable which is used in the formulation of cloud microphysics but there is no suitable global observation data for the climatology of the vertical profile of whole clouds available for model validation.
Part of the CFMIP output is a collection of modeled cloud-water profiles for control (atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration=285.431 ppmv) and doubled carbon dioxide (hereafter 2·CO 2 ) climates. This is the first model intercomparison to compare the cloud-water not only in the control climate but also for the 2·CO 2 climate. In this study we analyze the distribution of cloud water in order to explore how the differences between the modeled control climates relate to the changes found for the 2·CO 2 climates. In particular we analyze the distribution and partitioning of the ice and liquid phases of the cloud, to see how the partitioning in each model affects both the distribution of cloud in the control climate and the change in the distribution for the 2·CO 2 climate.
Data and model description

General description of the models
The model outputs used in this study are from CFMIP. The CFMIP ensemble consists of 9 atmospheric GCMs coupled to a mixed layer ocean model run for control and 2·CO 2 climates. In this paper we use output from 5 models, which happen to include the lowest climate sensitivity model (2.3°C) and highest climate sensitivity model (6.3°C) from the full 9 model CFMIP ensemble.
The number of the models used for the analysis is smaller than Webb et al. (2006) because the output for all models was not available at the time this analysis was made.
The models which are analyzed in this study are as follows. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) model is described in Yang et al. (2000) and Andronova et al (1999) , and its atmospheric resolution is N36/L24. The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) AM2 model is described by GFDL GAMDT (2004) and has atmospheric resolution of N72/ L24. The Hadley Centre climate model (HadSM4) described in Webb et al. (2001) is a development version of HadSM3 (Pope et al. 2000) . It has an atmospheric resolution of N48/L38. Two model versions of the CCSR/ NIES/FRCGC group model (K-1 model developers 2004; Center for Climate System Research/National Institute of Environmental Studies/Frontier Research Center for Global Change, Japan Agency for MarineEarth Science and Technology) are included in our study. Both have an atmospheric resolution of T42/L20, but differ in the parameterization of cloud. The models have different climate sensitivity, and here, we refer to the lower and higher sensitivity versions as ''MIROC low'' and ''MIROC high'', respectively. The climate sensitivities of the 5 models are 2.3°C for UIUC, 2.9°C for GFDL, 3.6°C for HadSM4, 4.0°C for ''MIROC low'', and 6.3°C for ' 'MIROC high''. In this study we analyze climatological variables, made from 20 year averages of model output. We interpolated all the model output to the same grid volume in order to make fair comparisons. It has 2.5°·2.5°h orizontal grid, WMO standard pressure levels compatible with reanalysis products: 1, 000, 925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20 , and 10 hPa.
Cloud parameterization of the models
The treatment of cloud water in each of the models is summarized in Table 1 . For the equations for cloud ice, UIUC and, ''MIROC high'' separate cloud liquid and cloud ice by temperature. ''MIROC low'' also separates cloud liquid and cloud ice by temperature, but the liquid from melted cloud ice is converted to rain. Prognostic equations for cloud ice including physically based transfer terms are included in the GFDL and HadSM4 models. The scheme in the GFDL model is based on Rotstayn (1997) and Rotstayn et al. (2000) . The scheme in HadSM4 is described in Wilson and Ballard (1999) . The central part of these prognostic schemes is the Bergeron-Findeisen process in which the ice crystals grow more efficiently from the vapor stage; this follows from the difference between the values of saturation vapor pressure over an ice surface, when compared with a water surface. In these mixed phase clouds the air is close to being saturated with respect to liquid water, but is super-saturated (an unstable phase) with respect to ice. Consequently, in mixed phase clouds, ice crystals grow from the vapor phase much more rapidly than do the nearby droplets. The transfer terms which are in both models are: homogeneous nucleation of ice crystals, heterogeneous nucleation of ice crystals (BergeronFindeisen process), vapor deposition and sublimation of ice, melting of cloud ice, accretion, fall/precipitation of ice. The GFDL scheme has 'cloud ice' and 'precipitating ice (snow)'; melted cloud ice becomes cloud liquid water, and melted snow becomes rain; snow captures the cloud liquid water (accretion). In the HadSM4 scheme, 'ice' is used to describe all frozen water in large-scale clouds, and there is not a path from cloud ice to cloud liquid; melted cloud ice becomes rain; riming of liquid by ice is included; 'ice' captures raindrops.
All of the models have a threshold temperature for all water to convert to ice, and one for all water to be liquid. This is the case whether the models solve separate equations for liquid and ice, or whether they separate liquid and ice water diagnostically. However, the temperature range for which the existence of mixed phase (liquid + ice) is permitted is different for different models. The method of cloud overlap and the definition of cloud optical properties, which affect the radiative effect of cloud water, are summarized in Table 2 . These also differ between models.
For comparison with observations, we use the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) S-9 data (Harrison et al. 1990 ) and reanalysis data from the European Center for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) (ERA40, Ka˚llberg et al. 2004 ).
3 Cloud distributions in the control climate Figure 1 shows the zonal averaged cloud water for the control climate for all 5 models, which includes total available cloud water (liquid, ice, and convective cloud).
The UIUC and GFDL sub-plots do not include convective cloud water, and the HadSM4 and the two MIROC sub-plots do include convective cloud water. The sub-plots are positioned in order of climate sensitivity, highest to lowest, top to bottom (i.e., ''MIROC high'', ''MIROC low'', HadSM4, GFDL, and UIUC). There are clear differences visible between the model outputs for both the amount and the (horizontal and (Donner et al. 1997) Effective radius (<10.6 lm) diagnosed from an assumed cloud droplet number concentration: 300 cm -3 (land), 100 cm -3 (ocean) UIUC Max/random among the three vertical categories
Effective radius=70 lm Equivalent radius from the number of cloud droplet (function of the sulfate aerosol mass), Boucher and Lohmann (1995) vertical) distribution of cloud water. At low latitudes, the position of the maximum in the vertical distribution of cloud water is higher for lower sensitivity models. At midlatitudes, there is a latitudinal slope in cloud water distribution, but the slope is more gradual in lower sensitivity models.
Figures 2 and 3 show the zonally averaged cloud liquid and cloud ice from large-scale condensation. The subtraction of both cloud liquid (Fig. 2 ) and cloud ice (Fig. 3 ) from the total cloud-water ( Fig. 1) indicates the zonally averaged annual mean convective cloud-water in HadSM4, ''MIROC low'', and ''MIROC high''. The amounts of convective cloud-water and large scale condensation cloud-water are about the same in HadSM4, while in ''MIROC low'' and ''MIROC high'' there is much less convective cloud-water than largescale condensation cloud-water. When we separate the distribution of total cloud-water into cloud liquid and cloud ice and compare them between models we can see clear differences caused by the different cloud parameterizations in the 5 models.
In Fig. 2 , the temperature of the top of the cloud liquid profile in UIUC, ''MIROC low'', and ''MIROC high'' corresponds to the threshold temperature for all water converting to ice in the model. On the other hand, the temperature of the top of cloud liquid profile in GFDL and HadSM4 is around À15°C, which is warmer than the threshold temperature for those models (À40°C). In these two models, cloud ice is a prognostic variable, and the temperature is a threshold temperature of homogeneous nucleation of ice.
When the temperature is just below freezing ice can grow only slowly. This is because, at this temperature, the saturation vapor pressure with respect to ice is very close to the saturation vapor pressure with respect to liquid. However, when the temperature falls to below À10°C, ice nuclei can be activated. The cloud ice crystals then grow quickly, by vapor deposition at the expense of coexisting cloud liquid (Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism), and fall out of the cloud. This activation of ice makes the temperature of the top of cloud liquid profile around À15°C.
Cloud liquid distributions below the threshold temperature for all water converting to ice are quite different between models. The large-scale cloud water is relatively small in the HadSM4 model. It is related to the larger contribution of convective cloud in this model. The relevance of the distribution to the parameterizations is not clear. Figure 3 shows the cloud ice content distribution for the 5 models. Cloud ice exists above and around the 0°C temperature band (indicated by a dashed line). In ''MIROC high'', the altitude of the bottom boundary of the cloud ice profile is higher. This altitude corresponds to the critical temperature for all water defined to be liquid. In all of the models other than ''MIROC high'' it is 0°C, while it is À5°C in ''MIROC high''. However, the whole profile of cloud ice does not necessarily follow the temperature band. Relevance of the distribution to the parameterizations is not clear. To see the radiative effect of cloud in the 5 models, we calculate cloud albedo forcing. Cloud albedo forcing is an indicator of cloud's reflectivity of solar insolation, using the solar cloud forcing concept. Following Charlock and Ramanathan (1985) , solar cloud forcing is defined as
where R S and R S0 are the net downward fluxes of solar radiations at the top of total sky and cloud-free (clear) sky. Cloud albedo forcing (a f ) is obtained by dividing solar cloud forcing by the solar insolation (S 0 ), a f ¼ CF S = S 0 : Figure 4 shows the zonal mean cloud albedo forcing for the control climate in the 5 models, along with the observations from ERBE S-9 data (Harrison et al. 1990 ). Thin lines with no mark are the model values and the line with the circle marks is the observational data. The range in latitude is restricted to 60S-60N because of the difficulty in reliably determining solar cloud forcing over polar regions covered by snow, sea ice and/or continental ice sheets with high surface albedo (Nemesure et al. 1994) . Although all the models reproduce the observed characteristics of zonally averaged cloud albedo forcing, the magnitude of the zonally averaged albedo forcing varies by about 20% between models. The difference between the models is largest for mid-latitude cloud over the southern hemisphere. Comparing the cloud water distribution in Fig. 1 with the distribution of cloud albedo forcing in Fig. 4 , we see that the model with more cloud water does not necessarily have greater cloud albedo forcing. The UIUC model has the largest total cloud water, but also the lowest cloud albedo forcing. GFDL, HadSM4, ''MIROC low'', and ''MIROC high'' have similar amounts of total cloud water, but HadSM4 has the lower cloud albedo forcing. Large scale cloud water is relatively small in the HadSM4 model, because of the larger contribution of convective cloud. The convective cloud has a much smaller coverage and its contribution to the radiative flux is often considered to be smaller than that of the large scale clouds. The smaller large scale cloud-water amounts are consistent with the smaller cloud albedo forcing in HadSM4. In the UIUC model, the particle radius of ice clouds is larger than in the other models. If there are two clouds with the same total cloud-water amount but consisting of particles with different sizes, those with the larger radius will have smaller reflectivity while those with smaller radius will have larger reflectivity. The larger ice cloud radius in the UIUC model partly contributes that model having the lowest cloud albedo forcing. Quantitative translation of the contribution of each parameter (cloud liquid, cloud ice, convective cloud water, cloud overlapping, cloud droplet radius, cloud-droplet number concentration) to the difference in cloud albedo forcing between models would require further analysis.
4 Cloud water distributions for 2·CO 2 climate Figure 5 shows the differences in the total cloud water between the control and 2·CO 2 experiments. Also marked are the À30, À15 and 0°C contours for both the control (dashed line) and 2·CO 2 (solid line) climates. The characteristic changes for the 2·CO 2 climate compared to the control are a drying of the low-middle level below the 0°C line and an increase in cloud water between the À30 and 0°C line. This characteristic is common for all the models, including both prognostic and diagnostic cloud schemes. The drying of the mid latitude troposphere by deeper vertical motion has been discussed in detail elsewhere (e.g., Mitchell and Ingram 1992; Wetherald and Manabe 1998) .
Figures 6 and 7 show the contributions of ice and liquid cloud respectively to the change in cloud water for the 2·CO 2 climate. For all of the models, cloud ice decreases in the layer near 0°C, and cloud liquid increases mostly within the layer between À30 and 0°C, which Fig. 4 Zonally averaged annual mean cloud albedo forcing. Thin lines are for models (black: UIUC, red: GFDL, green: HadSM4, blue: ''MIROC low'', light blue: ''MIROC high''). Line with circle mark is observation corresponds to the mixed phase layer where cloud liquid and cloud ice coexist.
As Senior and Mitchell (1993) wrote, the change in ice and liquid cloud are associated with the change in the phase of cloud. Generally ice cloud is more efficient to precipitate than liquid cloud (Bergeron-Findeisen effect). In the 2·CO 2 climate, some portion of water which was ice in the control climate has been re-distributed as liquid water. Since cloud liquid is less efficient to precipitate, the total amount of cloud water increases. The smaller droplet radius of cloud liquid compared to cloud ice contributes further to make the cloud more efficient at reflecting solar insolation. Figure 6 shows the zonal averaged change in annual mean cloud ice content for the 5 models. Cloud ice decreases between the melting temperature bands of the control climate (indicated by a dashed line) and the 2·CO 2 climate (indicated by a solid line). The melting temperature is À5°C in ''MIROC high'', and 0°C in the other 4 models. Cloud ice can exist in the mixed-phase layer which is above the melting layer, and increases in cloud ice are confined to altitudes above the layer where cloud ice decreases in the 2·CO 2 climate simulations. Figure 7 shows that the cloud liquid increases across wider temperature bands than does the cloud ice. In this case, the increase is confined to the temperature band between the threshold temperature for all water converting to ice and the practical threshold temperature of the top of cloud liquid profile. The upper limit in GFDL model is around À20, and À15°C in HadSM4, and both are much higher than the homogenous nucleation temperature. According to the Bergeron-Findeisen effect, cloud ice deposition controls the upper bound for the increase of cloud liquid.
Although the amount of cloud liquid is larger than the amount of cloud ice in the control simulations, the differences in these quantities between the control and the 2·CO 2 experiments are similar. The change in the amount of convective cloud-water is quite small in all models, irrespective of whether its amount in the control climate is similar to the cloud-water amount (not shown). In HadSM4, the change in the amount of cloudwater is small for both convective and large-scale cloud. This is the reason for the smaller change in total cloud water distribution in this model.
Change in mixed-phase layer cloud profile in mid-latitude in 2·CO 2 climate
The magnitude of the increase in the cloud liquid in the mixed-phase layer when CO 2 is doubled varies for different latitudes (see Fig. 7 ). In the tropics, cloud water is mainly present at lower levels with a temperature much higher than 0°C so that the contribution of the phase change does not have a great influence on the system as a whole. At mid and high latitudes, cloud water is mainly present in the temperature band of mixed phase clouds. At higher latitudes more of the vertical profile of the atmosphere is covered in the mixed phase layer so the changes in liquid and ice cloud are greater. Furthermore, the magnitude of temperature increase is greater at higher latitude. These factors make the magnitude of the change in the phase of cloud greater at mid-high latitude. The higher latitudes are, however, usually covered by a bright surface, so the radiative effect of the change in cloud phase is less efficiently. The mid latitude southern ocean is the region where change in cloud phase actually has the greatest influence on radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere. We therefore choose the mid latitude area in the southern hemisphere for further analysis. To see the difference between the models in the change of the cloud phase caused by doubling CO 2 , we analyzed the change in liquid and ice cloud in the mixed phase temperature band for each model. We interpolate the vertical profile of clouds and atmosphere into temperature bands, rather than pressure bands, in order to see more clearly the changes with temperature increase. The outputs from both the control and 2·CO 2 simulations are interpolated according to the temperature bands of the control climate. The annually averaged vertical profiles of cloud liquid and cloud ice are redivided into 8 layers as follows: temperature range above 0°C; temperature range below À30°C; 6 layers between 0 and À30°C in 5°C intervals. We define the layers between 0 and À30°C as the ''mixed-phase layer''. Although the polar region is an important area where mixed phase clouds dominate, we restrict the latitudinal region from 55S to 30S because of the difficulty in interpolating the atmospheric layer into temperature bands in the area where inversions of atmospheric temperature occur. Figure 8 shows the profiles of the ice cloud in control climate (dashed line), the differences between the 2·CO 2 and control simulations in the ice cloud (solid line with square markers) and liquid cloud (solid line), averaged over the 55S to 30S latitudinal area. (The labels on the vertical axes indicate the temperature band in the 2·CO 2 climate). In all the models the changes in cloud ice and cloud liquid are opposite in sign for the lower levels of mixed phase, but the increase of cloud liquid is greater than the cloud ice decrease for the lower climate sensitivity models. In each model, the vertical profile of the increase in cloud liquid is similar to that of the cloud ice in control climate. In higher climate sensitivity models, the increase in cloud-water is small, despite the magnitude of the decrease of ice cloud ranges for the lower temperature bands. In ''MIROC high'', liquid cloud decreases at lower altitude.
The peak of the decrease in ice cloud is in the temperature range À5 to 0°C for 3 out of the 5 models. Because ''MIROC high'' sets the mixed phase below À5°C, the peak for this model is in the lower temperature range: À10 to À5°C band. The temperature band where the decrease in ice cloud is smaller corresponds to the altitude where all cloud becomes cloud ice. It is À25°C for ''MIROC high'', À15°C for ''MIROC low'', around À15°C for prognostic cloud scheme models: HadSM4 and GFDL. For UIUC, this altitude corresponds to À20°C.
6 Change in latitudinal distribution of cloud water and albedo forcing caused by doubling CO 2 Figure 9 shows the zonal mean annually averaged cloud albedo forcing over 60S to 30S in the control and 2·CO 2 climates. In all of the models this increases poleward until it has a maximum value around 50S, and then it decreases slightly until 90S. Under the 2·CO 2 climate, the cloud albedo forcing decreases at lower latitudes, whereas it increases at higher latitudes. The magnitude of the decrease in cloud albedo forcing is larger in the model with the higher climate sensitivity. Compared to the control climate, cloud albedo forcing in the 2·CO 2 climate looks like it shifts poleward. The poleward shift of the cloud albedo forcing causes a reduction in the reflection of solar insolation, because the solar insolation is smaller at higher latitudes.
Yin (2005) found a poleward shift of storm tracks in a multi-model analysis of 2·CO 2 climates. We define the central latitude of vertically integrated cloud water (yicldw) in the latitude band between 90S and 30S as follows.
where icldw(y) is the zonally averaged vertically integrated annual mean cloud water at latitude (y). Because vertically integrated cloud water data has not been submitted for HadSM4, we calculate it from the monthly mean cloud water profile data. The change in y icldw in 2·CO 2 is expressed as follows.
We show y icldw in the control climate and its change in 2·CO 2 climate in Table 3 . The table shows that the center of the vertically integrated cloud water shifts more in the model with higher climate sensitivity.
We calculate the changes in solar cloud forcing with the polar shift of cloud water in 5 models. Cloud albedo forcing for the longitude x and the latitude y for the control climate of month m is written as a f (x, y, m, 1·CO 2 ). We shift the cloud albedo forcing from the control poleward by the same amount as the shift in the position of center latitude of vertically integrated cloud water for each model. The polar shifted cloud albedo forcing is expressed as follows.
a f x, y, m, shift ð Þ¼a f x, y + dy icldw ; m; 1 Â CO 2 À Á
We linearly interpolate the value of a f (x, y+dy icldw , m, 1·CO 2 ) from 2.5°·2.5°horizontal grid data of a f (x, y, m, 1·CO 2 ).
The polar shifted solar cloud forcing is
We show the change in the annually averaged solar cloud forcings averaged over 60S to 30S for 2·CO 2 climate and for the polar shift of cloud albedo forcing from 1·CO 2 climate in Fig. 10 . We find that the magnitude of the weakening in solar cloud forcing due to the polar shift of cloud water distribution is approximately the same as the actual decrease in solar cloud forcing for the 2·CO 2 climate.
The changes in cloud water caused by doubling CO 2 occur at different latitudes for the cloud water in the layer below the melting layer and that in the mixedphase layer. Ice and liquid cloud decrease in the layer below the melting layer whereas the increase in cloud liquid occurs in the mixed-phase layer. An increase in cloud liquid in the mixed-phase layer occurs at higher latitudes where large amount of cloud ice exists in the mixed phase layer. This may causes a poleward shift of the position of cloud water maximum.
7 Distribution of mixed-phase cloud water and relative humidity in mid-latitude in the control climate Not only the difference in the amount of precipitation in ice and liquid clouds, but also the total amount of ice cloud in the control climate must affect the size of the change in ice and liquid clouds caused by doubling CO 2 . Fig. 8 The profiles of the ice cloud in control climate (dashed line), differences between the 2·CO 2 and control simulations in the ice cloud (solid line with square) and liquid cloud (solid line), averaged over 55S to 30S latitudinal area. (The labels on the vertical axes indicate the temperature band. 8 temperature bands for the vertical layer, averaged over the latitude area. (e.g. ''À5'' is the band À5 to 0°C, ''0'' indicates temperatures above 0°C, and ''À35'' is the value for temperature below À30°C)
The reasons for the differences in the amount of ice cloud in the other 3 models are not so obvious, so we have performed further investigations. Figure 11 shows the zonal averaged relative humidity, cloud water of all phases, and ice cloud water from large-scale condensation averaged over the mixed phase band from À30 to 0°C in southern ocean region for the control climates of the 5 GCMs. The magnitude of the zonally averaged cloud water in the mixed phase layers of the 5 models are ranked in the same order as the magnitude of zonal averaged relative humidity in the layer. More cloud water stays in the layer in models with higher relative humidity. The magnitudes of the amounts of cloud ice in the different models are not, however, in the same order. This figure indicates that the parameterization of microphysical processes in each model as well as the relative humidity determines the amount of ice cloud. Figure 12 shows the ratio of ice cloud to cloud water of all phases (x-axis) in the vertical (temperature) level (y-axis) averaged over the southern ocean region in the control climates of the 5 GCMs. The ratio of cloud ice increases at lower temperatures in all models, but the Fig. 9 Zonal mean annually averaged cloud albedo forcing over 60S to 30S in control (black line) and 2·CO 2 (red line) climate experiments on temperature in each model but we can see in this figure the difference in the cloud ice rate between the models. ''MIROC low'' has the higher threshold temperature of all cloud water defined to be ice in À15°C, whereas it is À25°C in ''MIROC high''. In UIUC model, it is À30°C, and the slope is close to ''MIROC high''. In GFDL and HadSM4, most of cloud water is defined to be cloud ice when the temperature reaches À15°C. This is consistent with the modeled cloud ice/liquid rate relationship in these two models.
Discussion
This study shows initial results from the analysis of the cloud water distribution, and how it changes when the concentration of carbon dioxide is doubled, in 5 different GCMs. Although the distributions of cloud-water and the changes that occur under doubled carbon dioxide conditions vary between models, the analyses show that both the cloud-water profile in the control climate and its change for doubled carbon dioxide follow the threshold temperatures for the existence of liquid and ice cloud, which are modeled or defined in each cloud scheme. When carbon dioxide is doubled all models show changes in the mixed-phase layer cloud. The change in cloud water distribution that occurs under doubled carbon dioxide conditions is dominated by the distribution of cloud ice in the mixed-phase layer in the control climate. Cloud ice and cloud liquid decrease in the layer below the melting layer whereas an increase in cloud liquid occurs in the mixed-phase layer. Although the decrease in cloud liquid and cloud ice below the melting layer occurs at all latitudes, an increase in cloud liquid in the mixed-phase layer occurs only at latitudes where large amounts of cloud ice exist in the mixed phase layer. This change makes the distribution of cloud-water shift to higher latitudes where solar reflection decreases, because the solar insolation is smaller in higher latitude. The central latitude of the cloud water distribution shifts poleward, and the magnitude of this shift is larger for the higher climate sensitivity models.
We speculate that the models which have less cloud ice in the mixed-phase layer or those in which the concentration of cloud ice in the mixed-phase layer is restricted at high latitudes might have the poleward shift of cloud, leading to a positive solar cloud feedback and so resulting in higher climate sensitivity.
The fact that the ratio of cloud ice to total cloudwater follows the modeled cloud ice/liquid rate relationship shows that cloud ice distributions in mixedphase layers is strongly related to both the mixed-phase threshold temperatures and the total cloud water distributions. Our analyses suggest that the difference in the cloud water distributions in mixed-phase layers between models is closely related to the difference in relative humidity in the models. This might be because the dependency of cloud water on relative humidity is quite similar in both diagnostic and prognostic schemes, but the suggestion is that reproducing the observational atmospheric profile/distribution in the mixed-phase layer is especially important.
The threshold temperature for cloud liquid is around À10 to À15°C in the models with prognostic cloud ice schemes. Although this is consistent to the observational study by Bower et al. (1996) , it is still uncertain. The variation with temperature of the liquid fraction can be different between the shallower non-frontal stratiform clouds and deep frontal clouds as was noted by Ryan (1996) in a review of observations of precipitating layer clouds. Introducing physical properties related to mixed phase processes to convective schemes as well as largescale schemes may be a way to generate super-cooled liquid water at lower temperatures in frontal cloud systems. Observational data of the vertical profile of ice cloud, especially of the mixed phase is required for the understanding of cloud ice physical processes and improvement of the expression of these in climate models. Comparative analysis of the atmospheric profile in global cloud resolving model simulations (Tomita et al. 2004 ) will give us further understanding of the relationship between humidity and cloud water.
The statistical significance of these results has not been investigated due to the small sample size. The results can however form the basis for investigation in future work with more analyses, e.g., with the full CFMIP ensemble when it is available.
